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reimarom® AromaStreamer® 650:- digital display and time switch clock- easy adjustment of fragrance intensity- quick and easy scent change- content of scent: 150 ml Supports Audio/Video Coding Formats:MPEG4 (AVI, DIVX, XVID), MPEG2 (DVD, VOB, MPEG), MPEG1 (VCD, DAT, MPG), MP3, JPG, BMP, PNGMaterial:case and foot: aluminiumscreen: acrylic glassDisplay dimensions:1.792 x 633 x 110 mmWeight:52,0 kg room-size (3m ceiling height) & technical details scent device:see product sheet AromaStreamer® 650

AromaStreamer® 1400“Perfect video-display-advertisement you can smell” AromaStreamer® 1400Design meets functionality and additional benefit as this video-scent-display addresses three different senses at the same time.The elegant video-scent-display disposes of a big 42 inch (107 cm) LCD screen, two loud speakers and a standardly integrated room scent system. The high-resolution display, controlled by remote, plays all common formats (videos, pictures etc.) in brilliant quality. Themes and videos can be easily changed via USB.The scent system integrated in the device, the AromaStreamer®650, operates according to the principle of cold nebulization and guarantees the even complexity of exclusive scent compositions. The gentle and micro fine nebulization of exclusive scent compositions enables a fast aromatization of spaces up to 100 m².The scent system can be easily programmed, independently from the display, to the required operating times by means of an integrated multifunctional timer. Scent intervals to the second guarantee an even and optimal scenting effect.With the AromaStreamer® 1400 creates attention at highest perfection. Advertise with seeing, hearing and smelling combined in one device and enthuse your customers and visitors sustainably. Let us inspire you, we are happy to advise you.
Technical data: AC 100 - 240 V, 50/60 Hz, 98 WLCD-screendiagonal 42 inch (107 cm), display size 92,9 x 52,2 cmresolution: 1080x1920contrast ratio: 4000:1ratio: 16:9reaction time: 6 msSpeaker: 2 x 5 W
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